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The Fixed Trilogy
From the NYT Bestselling Author of the Fixed Trilogy...
"Sexy and provocative, Free Me sizzles from the
moment Gwen lays eyes on J.C. Their chemistry will
leave you breathless!" ?Melanie Harlow, USA Today
Bestselling Author I wasn't supposed to be working the
night I met JC. Before him, I'd been content with the daily
grind, managing one of NYC's top nightclubs. So what if
my life didn't have a happily ever after? I didn't believe in
that anyway. Then JC showed up. Sexy, rich and smoothtalking, JC is nothing more than a distraction. I'm not
interested in a night-in-shining latex so it's easy to push
the playboy away. Or it is until my life spins unexpectedly
out-of-control. Then he's there for me, offering a new
method of survival, one based on following primal urges
and desires that requires me to abandon my constant
need for control. His no-strings-attached lessons
obliterate my carefully built walls. And as I discover
freedom, I start to feel things for him that I shouldn't.
Things that make me fear for my newly vulnerable heart.
Because JC has secrets of his own, and his secrets don't
want to set him free. BOOK ONE OF TWO. This series
can be read alone or with the Fixed Trilogy.
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling
authors Lara Adrian, Laurelin Paige, Kendall Ryan, and
introducing Adriana Locke and Stacey Kennedy. Five
Dark Tales. Five Sensual Stories. Five Page Turners.
MIDNIGHT UNLEASHED: A Midnight Breed Novella by
Lara Adrian Return to New York Times and #1
international bestselling author Lara Adrian’s
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“addictively readable” (Chicago Tribune) Midnight Breed
vampire romance series with a pulse-pounding novella of
paranormal seduction and dangerous thrills, where an
icy immortal beauty and a lethal Gen One Hunter must
confront a powerful enemy while struggling to deny the
irresistible calling of their blood. DIRTY FILTHY FIX: A
Fixed Trilogy Novella by Laurelin Paige I like sex. Kinky
sex. The kinkier the better. Every day, it’s all I think
about as I serve coffee and hand out business agendas
to men who have no idea I’m not the prim, proper girl
they think I am. With a day job as the secretary to one of
New York’s most powerful men, Hudson Pierce, I have
to keep my double life quiet. As long as I do, it’s not a
problem. Enter: Nathan Sinclair. Tall, dark and
handsome doesn’t come close to describing how hot he
is. And that’s with his clothes on. THE BED MATE: A
Room Mate Novella by Kendall Ryan I might be a typical
guy, but these last few years, my love life’s been
anything but. From crazy ex-girlfriends to one-night
stands who are stage-five clingers, my relationships go
bad faster than the milk in your fridge. The only constant
has been my best friend Maggie. Fresh off a bad
breakup of her own, I invite Maggie to my guys’ skiing
weekend knowing she needs an escape from reality. But
then something funny starts to happen. I start noticing
things about her that I never noticed before. But am I
ready to screw up the best relationship I’ve ever had for
a shot at something more? LUCKY NUMBER ELEVEN
by Adriana Locke I’ve always been the person that does
whatever someone tells me I can’t. Can’t graduate with
a four-point-oh? Check. Can’t win a modeling contract
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without trying? Did it. Check. Can’t make it in the pro
football league? Triple check with an MVP Award on top.
When my best friend told me to stay away from his little
sister, Layla, it didn’t sound like a challenge. Then
again, I’d never seen her before. He obviously wasn’t
thinking about who he was talking to if he believed I
could ignore her. I obviously wasn’t thinking of him at all
when I fell in love with her either. HEARTBREAKER:
Filthy Dirty Love Book 1 by Stacey Kennedy Veteran
cop, Maddox Hunt, is all about the job. Sure, there are
women—lots of women, truth be told—but there’s no one
special. Until a one-night stand from his past, rookie Joss
O’Neil is assigned to his division. Suddenly, all he can
think about is her. Fresh out of field training, Joss has
thrown herself into her job, determined to kick-start her
career. And while police work has its thrills, her gorgeous
new boss is what really gets her pulse pounding. Too
bad he’s nothing but a distraction. Especially since he’s
as devastatingly handsome as she remembers. Every
Dark Nights tale is breathtakingly sexy and magically
romantic.
SHE KNOWS SHE’S IN TOO DEEP. WHO CAN SHE
TURN TO WHEN THERE’S NOWERE LEFT TO RUN?
Emily Wayborn does not fully trust the dangerously
handsome Reeve Sallis. But Emily knows that he is the
one person who can give her what she needs—even if it
comes with a cost. Reeve is the only thing keeping her
grounded as the rest of her life falls apart. But the
hotelier is a master at keeping secrets—and as she
continues her quest for answers, someone is making
sure she doesn’t find them. . . Now, as an unknown
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enemy closes in, Emily is second-guessing everything
she thought she knew about Reeve—and herself. Is
Emily’s irresistible attraction to Reeve worth risking her
own life for? Meanwhile, time is running out. . . Praise for
First Touch “Explosive.”—Kirkus Reviews “Will leave you
desperate for more.”—RT BookReviews
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Laurelin Paige comes a new story in her Fixed
Trilogy series… I like sex. Kinky sex. The kinkier the
better. Every day, it’s all I think about as I serve coffee
and hand out business agendas to men who have no
idea I’m not the prim, proper girl they think I am. With a
day job as the secretary to one of New York’s most
powerful men, Hudson Pierce, I have to keep my double
life quiet. As long as I do, it’s not a problem. Enter:
Nathan Sinclair. Tall, dark and handsome doesn’t come
close to describing how hot he is. And that’s with his
clothes on. But after a dirty, filthy rendezvous, I accept
that if we ever see each other again, he’ll walk right by
my desk on his way to see my boss without recognizing
me. Only, that’s not what happens. Not the first time I
see him after the party. Or the next time. Or the time
after that. And as much as I try to stop it, my two worlds
are crashing into each other, putting my job and my
reputation at risk. And all I can think about is Nathan
Sinclair. All I can think about is getting just one more
dirty, filthy fix. **Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a
standalone story. For new readers, it’s an introduction to
an author’s world. And for fans, it’s a bonus book in the
author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as much
as we do.**
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One unexpected and wild weekend with Weston King,
and I’m a new woman. He, on the other hand, is the
same rich, notorious playboy he’s always been. In other
words, not the commitment type. So even though we had
fun those two days and nights, I moved on quickly from
our horizontal time together. Or I thought I did until he
offered me a job a month later at his firm in NYC. Can
you blame a girl for thinking we might have a chance
together? What I didn’t anticipate was Donovan Kincaid,
Weston's best friend and business partner. He’s
dangerous and dominant and gets under my skin in ways
that no other man has. The worst part? I like it. From
NYT Bestselling author Laurelin Paige, discover a whole
new world filled with sex, love, power, romance and dirty,
filthy rich men.
He demanded my obedience. And I gave it, willingly. He
showed me a pleasure beyond reason. But I’m hiding
something. A secret that could destroy everything. What
will he do when he discovers the truth? Praise for Lola:
"The Hotel is one hot, sinfully sexy, devilishly dirty, read!"
-- Bookalicious Babes Blog “Heart-melting, pantydropping, delightfully delicious." -- Laurelin Paige, New
York Times Bestselling Author of The Fixed Trilogy "This
story is deliciously filthy and instantly addicting. Intense,
brooding billionaire meets sassy, determined intern:
prepare for total domination. oh yes. yes, PLEASE." -Obsessed With Myshelf "Fantastic, flirty and filthy.” -Melanie Harlow, USA Today Bestselling Author of the
Happy Crazy Love Series The Hotel Duet: The Hotel The
Dare The Lesson The Challenge
Alayna Withers has only had one kind of relationship: the
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kind that makes her obsessive and stalker-crazy. Now
that Hudson Pierce has let her into his heart, she's
determined to break down the remaining walls between
them so they can build a foundation that's based on
more than just amazing sex. Except Hudson's not the
only one with secrets. With their pasts pulling them into a
web of unfounded mistrust, Alayna turns to the one
person who knows Hudson the best--Celia, the woman
he almost married. Hoping for insight from someone who
understands all sides of the story, Alayna forms a bond
with Celia that goes too far--revealing things about
Hudson that could end their love for good. This is the first
relationship where Alayna hasn't spiraled out of control.
And she might lose Hudson anyway...
An early sneak peek at the first four chapters of Laurelin
Paige's seductive and thrilling new book, First Touch.
Coming December 29th. When Emily Wayborn goes
home to visit her mom while on hiatus from her hit TV
show, she receives a voicemail from her former best
friend, Amber. Though the two were once notorious party
girls, they haven't spoken in years. Although the
message might sound benign to anyone else, Amber
uses a safe word that Emily recognizes, a word they
always used to get out of sticky situations during their
wild days. And what's more chilling than the voicemail: it
turns out that Amber has gone missing. Determined to
track down her friend, Emily follows a chain of clues that
lead her to the enigmatic billionaire Reeve Sallis, a
hotelier known for his shady dealings and play boy
reputation. Now, in order to find Amber, Emily must
seduce Reeve to learn his secrets and discover the
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whereabouts of her friend. But as she finds herself more
entangled with him, she finds she's drawn to Reeve for
more than just his connection to Amber, despite her
growing fear that he may be the enemy. When she's
forced to choose where her loyalty lies, how will she
decide between saving Amber and saving her heart?

When Emily Wayborn receives an answerphone
message from her former best friend Amber, she
knows something is seriously wrong. Emily hasn't
spoken to Amber in years, and when Amber uses a
safe word in her message that Emily recognises -- a
word they always used to get out of sticky situations
during their wild partying days -- she knows Amber
needs her help. But when Emily tries to find her, she
discovers that Amber is missing. Determined to track
her down, Emily follows a chain of clues that lead
her to enigmatic billionaire Reeve Sallis. Renowned
for his shady dealings and playboy reputation, Emily
is convinced that Reeve knows something about
Amber's disappearance. To try and discover the
truth, Emily sets out to seduce him. But when she's
forced to decide where her loyalty lies, how will
Emily choose between saving Amber and saving her
heart? If you devoured Fifty Shades and Sylvia Day's
Bared To You series, you will love the latest
intoxicating, passionate and addictive novel from
New York Times bestseller Laurelin Paige.
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling
authors Lara Adrian, Laurelin Paige, and Kendall
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Ryan. Four Dark Tales. Four Sensual Stories. Four
Page Turners.MIDNIGHT UNLEASHED: A Midnight
Breed Novella by Lara AdrianDIRTY FILTHY FIX: A
Fixed Trilogy Novella by Laurelin PaigeTHE BED
MATE: A Room Mate Novella by Kendall Ryan Every
Dark Nights tale is breathtakingly sexy and magically
romantic.
Alayna Withers has only had one kind of
reslationship: the kind that makes her obsessive and
stalker-crazy. Now that Hudson Pierce has let her
into his heart, she's determined to break down the
remaining walls between them so they can build a
foundation that's based on more than just amazing
sex. Except Hudson's not the only one with secrets.
With their pasts pulling them into a web of
unfounded mistrust, Alayna turns to the one person
who knows Hudson the best - Celia, the woman he
almost married. Hoping for insight from someone
who understands all sides of the story, Alayna forms
a bond with Celia that goes too far - revealing things
about Hudson that could end their love for good.
This is the first relationship where Alayna hasn't
spiraled out of control. And she might lose Hudson
anyway...
A New York Times Bestseller. This is a full-length
companion novel to the International Bestselling
Phenomenon, The Fixed Trilogy. It is not meant to
be read as a stand-alone. This book includes new
scenes as well as a few scenes from the Fixed
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Trilogy in Hudson's point of view. "I can easily divide
my life into two parts--before her and after." Hudson
Pierce has led a life few others could even imagine.
With money and power at his fingertips, he's wanted
for almost nothing. He's never experienced love,
however, and he's seen few examples of it in his
dysfunctional family. The ridiculous notion of
romance has always intrigued him. He's studied it,
controlled it, manipulated it, and has yet to
understand it. Until he meets Alayna Withers. Now,
the games he's played in his quest for
comprehension can finally come to an end. Or are
they just beginning? Told from his point of view,
Hudson fills the holes in his love story with Alayna
Withers. His past and relationship with his long-time
friend Celia is further revealed and light is shed on
his actions during his courtship with Alayna. MUST
BE READ IN ORDER. Book One: FIXED ON YOU
Book Two: FOUND IN YOU Book Three: FOREVER
WITH YOU Book Four: HUDSON
A hero who forgets Valentine’s Day. A hero who
remembers. A hero with a Valentine’s surprise. And
a hero with a holiday declaration. Dirty Filthy
Valentine - When Donovan forgets Valentine’s Day,
Sabrina spends the evening at the office, working.
Until she realizes she’s not alone. Filthy Valentine
Fix - Trish loves parties at The Open Door, even on
Valentine’s Day. What she doesn’t love is some of
the customs associated with the holiday. Will her
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boyfriend ignore them like she wants him to? Or will
he force her to enjoy the day in ways she never
knew she could? Dirty Sweet Valentine - Like her
boss, Amy has a reason for being a Scrooge about
love. As far as she’s concerned, that stupid holiday
with all the hearts and flowers is just another day.
Then a surprise shows up on her doorstep, and her
evening takes a sudden turn. Plus one more story
featuring a virgin with a secret and the boy who
wants to expose it. These four short standalone
romances can be found in this steaming hot holiday
collection, from the author of the Fixed Trilogy and
Dirty Filthy Rich Men.
Sometimes pain gives birth to our greatest
pleasures… My mother tells me strength is the image
you project. My father is dead. And his business, my
legacy, the corporate empire that is Dyson Mediahas been projecting a false strength. Stock prices
are strong, but under misogynistic management, the
company is crumbling. True to form, I won’t be
allowed to inherit, to fix this, until I marry. That’s
when Donovan Kincaid walks into my life with an
idea- and a man- I never saw coming. Topics: free
romance books, free romance novels, contemporary
romance, freebie, billionaire romance, romance
series, billionaire duet, taboo romance, forbidden
romance, fiction for women, free books for 2018, free
books for adults, bestselling books, erotic CEO story,
hot read, sensual novel, edgy romance, erotic free
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romance books, strong female stories, alpha male,
dominant male, dominating hero, hot guy, racy, sexy,
wealthy heroes, popular beach reads, best selling
author, office romance, Laurelin Page, Laurelyn,
Laurelynn, arranged marriage, fake marriage, fake
relationship, player, playboy
All three books of the New York Times Bestselling
Fixed Trilogy are included in this bundle. FIXED ON
YOU (Book 1) Stalking and restraining orders are a
thing of Alayna Wither's past. With her MBA newly in
hand, she has her future figured out--move up at the
nightclub she works at and stay away from any guy
who might trigger her obsessive love disorder. A
perfect plan. But what Alayna didn't figure on is
Hudson Pierce, the new owner of the nightclub. He's
smart, rich, and gorgeous--the kind of guy Alayna
knows to stay away from if she wants to keep her
past tendencies in check. Except, Hudson's fixed his
sights on her. He wants her in his bed and makes no
secret of it. Avoiding him isn't an option after he
offers a business proposition she can't turn down
and she's drawn further into his universe, unable to
resist his gravitational pull. When she learns Hudson
has a dark history of his own, she realizes too late
that she's fallen for the worst man she could possibly
get involved with. Or maybe their less than ideal
pasts give them an opportunity to heal each other
and finally find the love their lives have been
missing. FOUND IN YOU (Book 2) Alayna Withers
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has only had one kind of relationship: the kind that
makes her obsessive and stalker-crazy. Now that
Hudson Pierce has let her into his heart, she's
determined to break down the remaining walls
between them so they can build a foundation that's
based on more than just amazing sex. Except
Hudson's not the only one with secrets. With their
pasts pulling them into a web of unfounded mistrust,
Alayna turns to the one person who knows Hudson
the best--Celia, the woman he almost married.
Hoping for insight from someone who understands
all sides of the story, Alayna forms a bond with Celia
that goes too far--revealing things about Hudson that
could end their love for good. This is the first
relationship where Alayna hasn't spiraled out of
control. And she might lose Hudson anyway...
FOREVER WITH YOU (Book 3) Alayna Withers
relationship with Hudson Pierce has tested both her
and his ability to trust. They decide that the only way
they can move forward together is with open doors
and transparency. It won't be easy for the scarred
lovers, but they're committed to each other more
now than ever. Alayna, in particular, has grown
through their trials, and has emerged more confident
and faithful to the man she loves. But while the pair
is focused on the future, their past shows up again to
threaten their fragile bond. Promises that were made
are broken, and Alayna learns that Hudson still has
very potent secrets--secrets that will tear them both
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apart. As much as she feels for him, her ability to
forgive and forget is tested beyond her limits. Even
though she found the only man who could fix her, a
forever with Hudson seems more and more out of
reach.
Book 2 in the Bestselling Fixed Trilogy. Warning:
This book contains mature content and is not
recommended for readers under 17. Alayna Withers
has only had one kind of relationship: the kind that
makes her obsessive and stalker-crazy. Now that
Hudson Pierce has let her into his heart, she's
determined to break down the remaining walls
between them so they can build a foundation that's
based on more than just amazing sex. Except
Hudson's not the only one with secrets. With their
pasts pulling them into a web of unfounded mistrust,
Alayna turns to the one person who knows Hudson
the best--Celia, the woman he almost married.
Hoping for insight from someone who understands
all sides of the story, Alayna forms a bond with Celia
that goes too far--revealing things about Hudson that
could end their love for good. This is the first
relationship where Alayna hasn't spiraled out of
control. And she might lose Hudson anyway...
COLLECTOR'S EDITION From New York Times
Bestselling author, Laurelin Paige, Fixed on You is a
USA Today Bestseller and Book One in the Trilogy that
PEOPLE Magazine named in their Top Ten Reader
Favorites of 2014. "This book blew me away." --Emma
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Hart, New York Times Bestselling author of The Love
Game "Read it in an air-conditioned room or turn on the
fan--it. is. HOT." --Melanie Harlow, author of Speak Easy
Fixed on You is the first book in a trilogy but ends without
a cliffhanger. Due to mature material, it is recommended
for ages 17+. Stalking and restraining orders are a thing
of Alayna Wither's past. With her MBA newly in hand,
she has her future figured out--move up at the nightclub
she works at and stay away from any guy who might
trigger her obsessive love disorder. A perfect plan. But
what Alayna didn't figure on is Hudson Pierce, the new
owner of the nightclub. He's smart, rich, and
gorgeous--the kind of guy Alayna knows to stay away
from if she wants to keep her past tendencies in check.
Except, Hudson's fixed his sights on her. He wants her in
his bed and makes no secret of it. Avoiding him isn't an
option after he offers a business proposition she can't
turn down and she's drawn further into his universe,
unable to resist his gravitational pull. When she learns
Hudson has a dark history of his own, she realizes too
late that she's fallen for the worst man she could possibly
get involved with. Or maybe their less than ideal pasts
give them an opportunity to heal each other and finally
find the love their lives have been missing.
SHE TRIED TO MAKE A CLEAN BREAK. BUT THE
PAST IS COMING BACK TO HAUNT HER... Emily
Wayborn is ready to put a string of shameful
relationships and reckless partying with her best friend,
Amber behind her. Then, just when she seems to be
thriving in her new acting career, Emily receives a cryptic
voicemail message that sends her spiraling into the
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darkness she thought she had outrun. . . Now, the only
thing Emily knows for sure is that Amber is in trouble. A
chain of clues leads Emily to Reeve Sallis, a gorgeous
millionaire known for his shady dealings. In order to find
Amber, Emily must return to her wild, playgirl ways to
uncover Reeve’s secrets. But the deeper she becomes
entangled with him, the more danger she finds herself in.
Is Emily’s obsession with Reeve worth risking Amber’s
life—and her own? “Be prepared for a cliffhanger that will
leave you desperate for more.”—RT Book Reviews
Previously published in the anthology, Hot Alphas,
MisTaken is now available as a standalone novella!
Jaylene Kim is an independent woman who's never had
a man tell her what to do. But when her smolderingly hot
and mysterious neighbor introduces her to a few new
rules in the bedroom, Jaylene must learn to relinquish
control...if she is to run wild with passion...
Four sexy short stories featuring four hot alpha heroes,
headlined by #1 New York Times bestselling author Lora
Leigh. In Erin's Kiss by Lora Leigh, ex-Marine Turk has
become Erin's sworn protector. The target of her CIAoperative brother's foes, Turk is the only port Erin has to
cling to in a storm. He promised her brother long ago
never to touch her—but how can he resist a woman who
aches to be with him as much as he burns for her? In
misTaken by Laurelin McGee, Jaylene is an independent
woman whose feminist values run deep. The last thing
she wants is a man telling her what to do. Until she
meets her mysterious new neighbor. He makes her
realize that you can still be strong and relinquish
control... in the bedroom. But as their passion consumes
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them, Jaylene isn't sure he is who he says he is. In Burn
for Me by Shiloh Walker, Tate longs to spend his nights
with Ali, a woman he's loved for years. But while Ali's
heart aches for him, her head has reservations. Ali
knows that Tate has unresolved anger that is a force to
be reckoned with...but the heat that blazes between
them is undeniable. Now both Tate and Ali are left to
wonder: Can love really conquer all? In Tangled by Kate
Douglas, Nate shows up to work at Tangled Vineyards
ready to do what he loves best—craft award-winning
wines. But when something better comes in the form of
Cassie, the winemaker and former owner, Nate is
completely love-drunk. Getting involved with Tangled's
mixologist is a bad way to start off a new job, but with
Cassie as a temptation, Nate doesn't stand a chance.
A new full length novel in the Fixed series from New York
Times bestselling author, Laurelin Paige. Hudson PierceYou act so high and mighty, you and your perfect
pregnant wife Alayna. With your perfect child and your
perfect home. You weren't always perfect. Your past is
filled with misdeeds. Does your wife know all your
secrets? Would she stand behind you if she did? You
think because she's on bedrest you can protect her?
How sweet. Sleep tight, you two. -An Old Friend. "If
you're as obsessed with billionaires as I am, you'll never
have enough Hudson Pierce. Hudson and Alayna are
better than ever " - Jana Aston, NYT Bestselling Author
Final book in the Fixed series. Book One: FIXED ON
YOU Book Two: FOUND IN YOU Book Three:
FOREVER WITH YOU Book Four: HUDSON Book Five:
FIXED FOREVER CHANDLER, a standalone in the
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Fixed Universe, is also recommended reading, but not
necessary to enjoy this series finale. You think because
she's on bedrest you can protect her? How sweet. Sleep
tight, you two. -An Old Friend. Final book in the Fixed
series. Book One: FIXED ON YOU Book Two: FOUND
IN YOU Book Three: FOREVER WITH YOU Book Four:
HUDSON Book Five: FIXED FOREVER CHANDLER, a
standalone in the Fixed Universe, is also recommended
reading, but not necessary to enjoy this series finale.
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Norma Anders has always prided herself on her
intelligence and determination. She climbed out of
poverty, put herself through school and is now a chief
financial advisor at Pierce Industries. She's certainly a
woman who won't be topped. Not in business anyway.
But she's pretty sure she'd like to be topped in the
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bedroom. Unfortunately most men see independence
and ambition in a woman and they run. Even her
dominant boss, Hudson Pierce has turned down her
advances, leaving her to fear that she will never find the
lover she's longing for. Then the most unlikely candidate
steps up. Boyd, her much-too-young and oh-so-hot
assistant surprises her one night with bold suggestions
and an authoritative demeanor he's never shown her in
the office. It's a bad idea...such a deliciously bad
idea...but when Boyd takes the reins and leads her to
sensual bliss she's never known, the headstrong Norma
can't help but fall under his command.
From New York Times Bestselling author, Laurelin
Paige, Fixed on You is a USA Today Bestseller and
Book One in the Trilogy that PEOPLE Magazine named
in their Top Ten Reader Favorites of 2014. "This book
blew me away." —Emma Hart, New York Times
Bestselling author of The Love Game "Read it in an airconditioned room or turn on the fan—it. is. HOT."
—Melanie Harlow, author of Speak Easy Fixed on You is
the first book in a trilogy but ends without a cliffhanger.
Due to mature material, it is recommended for ages 17+.
Stalking and restraining orders are a thing of Alayna
Wither's past. With her MBA newly in hand, she has her
future figured out —move up at the nightclub she works at
and stay away from any guy who might trigger her
obsessive love disorder. A perfect plan. But what Alayna
didn't figure on is Hudson Pierce, the new owner of the
nightclub. He's smart, rich, and gorgeous —the kind of
guy Alayna knows to stay away from if she wants to keep
her past tendencies in check. Except, Hudson's fixed his
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sights on her. He wants her in his bed and makes no
secret of it. Avoiding him isn't an option after he offers a
business proposition she can't turn down and she's
drawn further into his universe, unable to resist his
gravitational pull. When she learns Hudson has a dark
history of his own, she realizes too late that she's fallen
for the worst man she could possibly get involved with.
Or maybe their less than ideal pasts give them an
opportunity to heal each other and finally find the love
their lives have been missing.

The Conclusion of Gwen and JC's Story I came to
The Sky Launch to begin fresh, away from the
horrors of my past. The circumstances that brought
me here were not the best, but I've become good
friends with Alayna and Hudson Pierce, and my
family has healed in ways I never thought they could.
With them around me, I've never felt more at home.
But starting anew means letting go. And there are
some things I don't want to leave behind - like JC,
the man who taught me how to let loose. The man I
wasn't supposed to love. The man I don't want to
lose. My life is safe now. The threats from before
have become less menacing, and I'm faced with a
choice: either move on completely or keep holding to
the hope that JC loves me enough to come and find
me.
The Fixed TrilogyPaige Press, LLC
I'm good in a boardroom, but I’m better in the
bedroom. Much better. I can charm the skirt off any
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woman in one encounter. I'll even give her an
orgasm before I put her in a cab. Or three. No more
or she’ll start making plans for the future and I'm not
into that. Or I wasn’t until Genevive Fasbender.
She's the first woman in five years that I want to
spend the whole night with. And she's the first
woman who’s told me I'm not what she wants in a
lover, even after multiple O’s. She’s brash and bold
and stubborn as hell, and she doesn’t believe it’s
possible to satisfy her. But I’m up for the challenge.
And after an incident in my brother’s office closet—a
downright dirty incident—I think I’m just the guy to
deliver. Genevive Fasbender will never know what’s
coming.
The complete trilogy, now available in one cover!
There's a new dominant in town-- and a stalker, and
an obsessive love disorder... to name just a few....
Alayna plans to move up at the nightclub she works
at, but she didn't figure on Hudson, the new owner of
the nightclub. He's smart, rich, and gorgeous...
wants her in his bed... and makes no secret of it.
Can they ever build a foundation that's based on
more than just amazing sex? Will their pasts ever
stop pulling them into a web of unfounded mistrust?
Will a future together always be out of reach?
"Blake Donovan is tall, handsome, rich, and
successful- so why would a guy like him need a
matchmaker? Andrea Dawson has no idea, but a job
is a job. After being blackballed from a career in
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marketing, Andrea agreed to use her unique profiling
skills to play matchmaker out of pure desperation.
But when she meets her highly eligible- and
particular- first client face to face, she wonders what
she's gotten herself into ..." back cover.
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling
authors Tessa Bailey, Lexi Blake, Larissa Ione, and
Laurelin Paige. Four Dark Tales. Four Sensual
Stories. Four Page Turners. ROUGH RHYTHM: A
Made In Jersey Novella by Tessa Bailey Band
manager James Brandon never expected to find the
satisfaction he'd been chasing, let alone stumble
upon it in some sleezy Hollywood meat market. Yet
the girl's quiet pride spoke to him from across the
bar. But after losing the grip on his dark desires that
one fateful night, James has spent the last four years
atoning for letting her down. Rock band drummer
Lita Regina has had enough of James's guilt. She
wants the explosive man she met that night in
Hollywood. And she'll stop at nothing to revive him.
DEVOTED: A Masters and Mercenaries Novella by
Lexi Blake Amy Slaten has devoted her life to Slaten
Industries. After ousting her corrupt father and taking
over the CEO role, she thought she could relax and
enjoy taking her company to the next level. But an
old business rivalry rears its ugly head. When Flynn
Adler realizes the woman he's falling for is none
other than the CEO of the firm he needs to take
down, he has to make a choice. Does he take care
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of the woman he's falling in love with or the business
he's worked a lifetime to build? Z: A Demonica
Novella by Larissa Ione Zhubaal has spent decades
searching for the angel he loved and lost nearly a
century ago. Not even her death can keep him from
trying to find her. But as time passes, he's losing
hope... As an emim, Vex has always felt like a
second-class citizen. But if she manages to secure a
deal with the Grim Reaper she will have earned her
place in the world. The only obstacle in the way of
her plan is a sexy hardass called Z. Soon it becomes
clear that they have a powerful connection rooted in
the past... FALLING UNDER YOU: A Fixed Trilogy
Novella by Laurelin Paige Norma Anders has always
prided herself on her intelligence and determination.
She climbed out of poverty, put herself through
school and is now a chief financial advisor at Pierce
Industries. She's certainly a woman who won't be
topped. Not in business anyway. But she's pretty
sure she'd like to be topped in the bedroom.
Unfortunately most men see independence and
ambition in a woman and they run. Then the most
unlikely candidate steps up. Boyd, her much-tooyoung and oh-so-hot assistant surprises her one
night with bold suggestions and an authoritative
demeanor he's never shown her in the office. Every
Dark Nights tale is breathtakingly sexy and magically
romantic.
You know me. Come on, you know you do. Maybe
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you pretend you don’t. Maybe you clear your
browser history religiously. Maybe you pretend to be
aghast whenever someone even mentions the word
porn in your presence. But the truth is that you do
know me. Everybody knows Logan O’Toole, world
famous porn star. Except then Devi Dare pops into
my world, and pretty soon I’m doing things that
aren’t like me—like texting her with flirty banter and
creating an entire web porn series just so I can get to
star in her bed. Again. And again. With Devi, my
entire universe shifts, and the more time I spend with
her, the more I realize that Logan O’Toole isn’t the
guy I thought he was. So maybe I'm not the guy you
thought I was either.
The Conclusion of Gwen and JC's Story I came to
The Sky Launch to begin fresh, away from the
horrors of my past. The circumstances that brought
me here were not the best, but I’ve become good
friends with Alayna and Hudson Pierce, and my
family has healed in ways I never thought they could.
With them around me, I’ve never felt more at home.
But starting anew means letting go. And there are
some things I don’t want to leave behind – like JC,
the man who taught me how to let loose. The man I
wasn’t supposed to love. The man I don’t want to
lose. My life is safe now. The threats from before
have become less menacing, and I’m faced with a
choice: either move on completely or keep holding to
the hope that JC loves me enough to come and find
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me.
Alayna Withers relationship with Hudson Pierce has
tested both her and his ability to trust. They decide that
the only way they can move forward together is with
open doors and transparency. It won’t be easy for the
scarred lovers, but they’re committed to each other
more now than ever. Alayna, in particular, has grown
through their trials, and has emerged more confident and
faithful to the man she loves. But while the pair is
focused on the future, their past shows up again to
threaten their fragile bond. Promises that were made are
broken, and Alayna learns that Hudson still has very
potent secrets—secrets that will tear them both apart. As
much as she feels for him, her ability to forgive and
forget is tested beyond her limits. Even though she found
the only man who could fix her, a forever with Hudson
seems more and more out of reach.
From New York Times Bestselling author, Laurelin
Paige, Fixed on You is a USA Today Bestseller and
Book One in the Trilogy that PEOPLE Magazine named
in their Top Ten Reader Favorites of 2014. "This book
blew me away." --Emma Hart, New York Times
Bestselling author of The Love Game "Read it in an airconditioned room or turn on the fan--it. is. HOT."
--Melanie Harlow, author of Speak Easy Fixed on You is
the first book in a trilogy but ends without a cliffhanger.
Due to mature material, it is recommended for ages 17+.
Stalking and restraining orders are a thing of Alayna
Wither's past. With her MBA newly in hand, she has her
future figured out --move up at the nightclub she works at
and stay away from any guy who might trigger her
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obsessive love disorder. A perfect plan. But what Alayna
didn't figure on is Hudson Pierce, the new owner of the
nightclub. He's smart, rich, and gorgeous --the kind of
guy Alayna knows to stay away from if she wants to keep
her past tendencies in check. Except, Hudson's fixed his
sights on her. He wants her in his bed and makes no
secret of it. Avoiding him isn't an option after he offers a
business proposition she can't turn down and she's
drawn further into his universe, unable to resist his
gravitational pull. When she learns Hudson has a dark
history of his own, she realizes too late that she's fallen
for the worst man she could possibly get involved with.
Or maybe their less than ideal pasts give them an
opportunity to heal each other and finally find the love
their lives have been missing.
Welcome to a seductive world where two solo artists
combine their talents-and their hearts-to make beautiful
music together... SHE'S GETTING INTO THE GROOVE
Lacy Dawson is a young singer-songwriter with a record
deal, a studio gig, and a serious case of writer's block.
After looking for love songs in all the wrong places, she
finds inspiration at an online support group called Song
Writers Anonymous. Thanks to one mysterious member
who motivates her and inspires her, Lacy's career is
back on track. But is she ready to meet her sexy musical
muse...face to face? HE MAKES HER HEART SKIP A
BEAT Eli is definitely interested in hooking up with Lacy,
aka "LoveCoda." But between writing her new album and
his band's success, they can't find the time to face the
music-or each other-about their burgeoning online
romance. All that changes when Eli and Lucy get booked
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on tour together. In person, the attraction is all too real
and explosive. They both should walk away, but once
they are in each other's arms, there is no turning back...
"A fun, fresh, and sassy hit."-RT Book Reviews on Miss
Match
New York Times and internationally bestselling hits Fixed
on You, Found in You, and Forever with You in one
omnibus edition, featuring the series' original "sexy"
cover designs.
As soon as I saw him, it was war. I thought at first it
would be between me and him. Cade was cold and hard
and didn’t want anything to do with the headmaster’s
daughter. I was off-limits. He didn’t need that kind of
trouble. I didn’t need that kind of trouble, either. And
since I did my best to avoid any kind of trouble, that
should have been the end of it. But when I saw him, he
also saw me. All of me. The lonely parts. The dark parts.
The secret parts. He became my ally. I lost the battle
with myself and fell in love despite the risk. But the war
isn’t over for either of us. Not as long as my father is
alive. Book two of three in the final trilogy in the Dirty
Universe.
Emily Wayborn has made a decision. She might not fully
trust handsome and deadly Reeve Sallis, but he is the
one person that gives her what she needs. With Reeve
she can finally be herself. Submitting to him is the only
thing keeping her grounded as the rest of her life falls
apart. But the hotelier is a master at keeping secrets,
and as she continues her quest for answers someone is
making sure she doesn't find them. Time is running out,
and she is questioning everything she thought she knew
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about friendship and love. She must now make an
impossible choice that will determine if she will survive
with her heart...or at all.
All’s fair in love and war. But which one is this? He’s my
rival. My enemy. The only one I want. But can I trust
him? Praise for Lola: "The Hotel is one hot, sinfully sexy,
devilishly dirty, read!" -- Bookalicious Babes Blog “Heartmelting, panty-dropping, delightfully delicious." -Laurelin Paige, New York Times Bestselling Author of
The Fixed Trilogy "This story is deliciously filthy and
instantly addicting. Intense, brooding billionaire meets
sassy, determined intern: prepare for total domination.
oh yes. yes, PLEASE." -- Obsessed With Myshelf
"Fantastic, flirty and filthy.” -- Melanie Harlow, USA
Today Bestselling Author of the Happy Crazy Love
Series The Hotel Duet: The Hotel The Dare The Lesson
The Challenge
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